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Hanseong Baekje Experiential Village   

You� can� experience� Baekje's� glorious� history� and� culture� through� various�

culture� experiencing� activities,� traditional� plays,� Baekje� boot� camp�

experiencing,� etc.� in� the� place� Baekje� Experiential� Village,� where� the�

Baekje� people's� living� spaces� and� military� camp� are� recreated,� as� if� you�

have� time� travelled� to� Baekje� 2000� years� ago

1  Background and Overview of Program

  ❑ Background of program

     The necessity of letting domestic and foreign tourists know the history and 

culture of the early Baekje period, when glorious culture blossomed for around 

500 years, has come to the fore. (the nation was established in Songpa 

2000 years ago) 

     The need to develop killer content that can show the traditional historic 

cultural festival's own identity.

     The creation of a program where the visitors themselves  can participate 

in Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival as the Baekje people

  Overview of program 

     Period: October 2, 2014 (Thursday)-October 5, 2014 (Sunday)

     Venue: The square before Olympic Park Mongchontoseong Station 

     Feature: The visitors themselves can experience Baekje's 

                 army life and its traditional past times. 

     Details: A place for experiencing Baekje Village - 6 themes 

      01 Baekje Village Marketplace 

          (accessories shop, pottery shop, grain shop, fruit shop, rice cake 

shop, macrame workshop, Baekje patterns, etc.)
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      02 Pole of Hope 

          (sheaf burning, Grievance Hearing for Female Buddhism Believer, 

House of Fortuneteller, Jangseung and Well)

      03 Place of Learning 

           (tea ceremony experiencing, Baekje seodang, Baekje's doctor, Baekje's 

pharmacy, family motto writing, Handbag Workshop, etc.)

      04 Elegant Cultural Play Place 

          (Mongchon Pub, play place, ssangyuk (dice game) and janggi 

(Korean chess))

      05 The Judgment of King 

          ('The Judgment of King', Princess Selection, prison and punishment 

frame)

      06 Military Camp 

          (armory, army life experiencing, House of Hunter, bow/sword making)
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2  Purposes and Objectives of Program

  ❑ Purpose

     It will recreate the history and culture of the ancient kingdom Baekje where 

glorious culture blossomed in Songpa 2000 years ago. 

      It will provide visitors with an opportunity to learn the history of Hanseong 

Baekje and directly experience its culture.

     A festival program where the local residents and tourists can participate 

and enjoy themselves

  ❑ Objective

     The killer content of Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival, the Seoul's representative 

traditional historic cultural festival, intends to make the festival into a tourism 

product by attracting domestic and foreign tourists. 

     It intends to promote the history and culture of Hanseong Baekje and 

increase the public interest in the history and culture of Songpa.

     A visitor-centered program where they can feel the history and culture 

of Baekje through experiences

3  Creativity and Distinctiveness of Program

 Tradition & Modern

  01 Hanseong Baekje Village will be created in a realistic way by

     using Hanseong Baekje's clothes and money. 

◦ The use of Hanseong Baekje's clothes and money will help the tourists 

become more immersed in experiencing, providing them with a "time 

travel-like" experience. 

◦ The creation of a distinct traditional village in the city center by setting 

up installations made of natural materials (e.g. straw mats, bales of the 

twigs of bush clovers) or planting trees - the village distinguished from 

the surrounding urban landscape) 
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  02 The creation and installation of themed content, mainly symbols 

     representing Hanseong Baekje

◦ A giant sculpture resembling the Seven-Branched Sword, the Hanseong 

Baekje's representative relic that King Geunchogo granted to the Japanese 

king, will be created and displayed at the entrance of Hanseong Baekje 

Village to strengthen the theme. 

◦ A parade in Hanseong Baekje Village and an unveiling ceremony of the 

Seven-Branched Sword, where the descendants of the Buyeo ( ) 

royal family are to participate, is to be held.

  03 Consisting of performances and various experiential programs with 

the theme of Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival  

◦ Communicating with the tourists through themed performances (e.g. 

performance of traditional martial arts of Hanseong Baekje, gayageum 

(Korean zither with twelve strings) performance)

◦ Providing an opportunity for various experiences through which you  can time 

travel to the Hanseong Baekje Period to learn about its culture 

◦ Creating an entertaining and exciting experiential village by holding village 

parades of professional performers

4  Target Visitors and the Number of Participants

  ❑ Target visitors to Hanseong Baekje Experiential Village and the 

number of participants 

    Target visitors: All the tourists visiting Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival 

    The number of participants: Around 0.57 million people

   The Number of Visitors to Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival
(Unit: person)

     

Division
Tourists (Persons)

RemarksTotal
(A=B+C) Residents (B) Foreigners (C)

Hanseong Baekje 
Cultural Festival

565,840 559,922 5,918
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 * Inducing the festival visitors to surely visit the Village on the site 

facing the entrance of the festival venue

    Calculation method

      ◦ The number of visitors is an estimate calculated based on "Report on 

the Result of a Survey of the Gu Residents and Experts" created by 

Songpa-gu and the result of "Evaluation of Cultural Tourism Festivals 

and Analysis of Visitors" performed by Institute for Tourism Event 

Research and Development of Pai Chai University.

      ◦ Method of calculating the total number of tourists

        The number of visitors from the area: 339,313 people

          1) 670,519 (Songpa-gu residents) 38.6% (participation rate) = 258,820

          2) Weighting by the number of visit days 

               1 day 74.8%, 2 days 19.3%, 3 days 5.9%

            - 258,820 19.3% 1 day = 49,952

            - 237,600 5.9% 2 days = 30,541

        The number of visitors from other areas: 220,609

            - The number of visitors (39.4%) was estimated in comparison to 

the number of visitors from the area (60.6%).  

        The total number of tourists: 339,313 + 220,609 = 559,922

      ◦ Method of calculating the number of foreign tourists

        Calculated by weighting the daily average number of foreign visitors 

in October to Lotteworld near the venue. (the weekend and festival 

were considered in the weighted number) - Referred to data on 

Tourism Knowledge & Information System

           - 44,389 (October) 30 days 4 days (festival duration) = 5,918
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5  Budget for Program and Gross Revenue 

  ❑ Budget for program: 112,880,000 won 

     (own budget: 19,591,000 won; sponsorship: 93,400,000 won)

    

Division Item Own Budget Sponsorship

Total
19,591 93,400

Straw thatched tents 9,500

Facility

Props, clothes, etc. 13,391 8,308

Creation of Hanseong Baekje 
Village and transportation of 

the equipment 
2,200 34,000

Personnel 

expenses

Set pieces and props for 
traditional recreations

4,000 8,500

Extras 4,000

Military 

camp

Dressing up the performers 1,200

Taekkyon lesson at the 
military camp

3,200

Performance

Drill instructor teaching about 
the military camp

1,500

Unveiling ceremony of the 
Seven-Branched Sword

23,192

  ❑ Gross revenue: No separate profit - the free experiential programs 

and the free performances 

6  How Much the Theme is Reflected in the Festival?

  ❑ Program reflecting the theme

 Use of Hanseong Baekje's clothes and money  

    Hanseong Baekje's traditional cloths try-on and purchasing items 

with Baekje's money 

 Clothes-changing place: Making Hanseong Baekje's traditional 

clothes through historical research and lending them at no charge 
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           (a total of 550 pieces of clothes: 200 pieces for men / 200 pieces 

         for women / 150 pieces for young children)

 Money exchange office: Making Hanseong Baekje's coins using the 

lotus pattern of Sumakse (roof-end tile) and circulating them. 

          (The coins are to be used in the experiential places in every corner 

of the Village. a diameter of 250 mm, 1 nyang (a unit of old Korean 

coinage) = 1,000 won)  

    Place for Putting on 

Hanseong Baekje's Clothes
Hanseong Baekje's Clothes Hanseong Baekje's Money

 Theme 1 Hanseong Baekje Village Marketplace  - 

    A marketplace where the Hanseong Baekje people's real 

      daily life is represented and you can experience it yourself 

 Knotting Workshop: Learning about the traditional knotting methods 

and making accessories with the Hanseong Baekje Period's patterns 

 Pungnap Pottery Store: Creation of the Hanseong Baekje Period's 

pots with various patterns by trying spinning the wheel  

 Wirye Mask Shop: Making traditional masks yourself; talchum (masked 

dance) performances and lectures on talchum 

 Henna experiencing: Experiencing henna with a pattern that resembles 

the Seven-Branched Sword, the Hanseong Baekje's representative relic, 

and experiencing face painting 

 Hanseong Tteok Bang: Trying making tteok (rice cake), the Hanseong 

Baekje Period's representative food, yourself  

 Assarissal: Threshers, A-frames, etc. on display and rice, barley, 

sorghum, etc. on sale  
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 Daradara: This is a fruit shop from which visitors can enjoy their 

time by bargaining with the trader.

 Arang Accessories Shop: Various accessories and beauty supplies that 

women used to adorn themselves are on display. 

Hanseong Baekje's 

Knotting

Hanseong Baekje's Wheel 

Spinning

Ancient Society's Fruit 

Shop ( )

 Theme 2 Pole of Hope  - 

    A program created with the use of the pole, a symbol of ancient 

faith for the absence of disease and disaster 

 Female Buddhism Believer's Ritual

    - The tourists can write a wish letter in calligraphy that contains 

their personal wishes, and pray to the sheaf in the sacred area Sodo. 

    - Female Buddhism Believer's Ritual is to be performed by    

choosing wish letters that are on the sheaf. (16:00 p.m. daily)  

 House of Fortuneteller: Having psychic readings (e.g. the fortuneteller 

telling your fortune by your physiognomy for extremely good luck, telling 

your fortune by the lines of the hand, marital compatibility, telling your 

fortune) 

Writing Wish Letter
Female Buddhism 

Believer's Ritual
House of Fortuneteller
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 Theme 3 Place of Learning  - 

    Spaces where it is possible to shed new light on  the Hanseong 

Baekje people's wisdom about life from modern people's point of view

 Soseonochabang: Tasting Hanseong Baekje's traditional tea and 

   experiencing a simple tea ceremony on a riverside low wooden bench  

 Chabachimi: Experiencing a fruit tray workshop - making a tea 

   cup saucer by using Hanji (Korean paper) and paper 

 Hanbottari: Making the Hanseong Baekje's handbag by using paper 

   and Hanji  

 Dr. Wang In: Experiencing the Hanseong Baekje Period, with Dr. Wang 

    In, its representative intellectual

 Master calligrapher: Calligraphers write the tourists' family mottos for them.

 Hanseong Baekje's doctor of medicine: An oriental doctor demonstrates acupuncture 

(e.g. feeling the pulse for diagnosis for free, quit-smoking acupuncture, 

obesity acupuncture) for the tourists.

 Donghyeong Pharmacy: The Hanseong Baekje Period's various medicinal herbs 

on display and experiencing things in connection with a doctor of medicine

Soseonochabang Chabachimi Dr. Wang In

 Theme 4 Elegant Cultural Play Place  - 

    While you are there, you can feel how the Baekje people had 

      fun by experiencing the Hanseong Baekje Period's things to enjoy. 

 Mongchon Pub: The humorous female owner is to provide things to 

   see and eat to the tourists in a generous and warm-hearted way. 
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 Multiskills Room: Experiencing traditional plays (e.g. one-legged 

   fight, Jegichagi (a Korean traditional game similar to the Western game

   of hacky sack), arm wrestling, trial of strength) 

 Ssangyukbang: Experiencing janggi (Korean chess) and ssangyuk (dice 

game), the Hanseong Baekje's representative plays, the Hanseong Baekje 

people enjoyed  

Mongchon Pub Trial of Strength Ssangyuk Experiencing

  Theme 5 The Judgment of King - 

    Experiencing an extraordinary performance where a judgement, the 

symbol of power of the kings of the Hanseong Baekje Period, is given  

 The judgement process in the Hanseong Baekje Period is recreated. A 

king and his warriors judge each case and the offender is beaten with 

a cudgel. The spectators can participate themselves to enjoy together 

and experience. 

 A pleasant program where the spectators can participate, with a whimsical or 

witty judgement  

The Judgment of King
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 Theme 6 Military Camp  - 

    Meeting the Hanseong Baekje people's enterprising spirit,  

      experiencing Hanseong Baekje's army and army life 

 The set pieces, watchtowers, and wooden fences used in the wars in the Hanseong 

Baekje Period are to be displayed, mainly in a military camp for the wars 

 The weapons used in the Hanseong Baekje Period are to be displayed in 

the Armory and a house of a hunter is to be recreated in Gaerusanyang.

 You will experience Hanseong Baekje's army through a bow-making 

program, sword-making program, and archery experiencing program, etc.  

 Operation of an experiential program where the tourists can take pictures 

of themselves wearing armor 

"I am Hanseong Baekje's King Geunchogo! Advance on this enemy!"

 Targets: 30 bookers each time

 Hours: 2 times a day (11:00 am-13:00 pm, 15:00 pm-17:00 pm)

 Detail: Experiencing traditional martial arts (taekwondo, spear, sword) 

           in Hanseong Baekje's army camp, selecting the 

           best warrior, looking around Hanseong Baekje Village, 

           visiting the Hanseong Baekje Museum 

Experiencing the Hanseong Baekje's Army Life
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 Other Themed Performances  

    Strengthening the theme of the festival by displaying the giant 

Seven-Branched Sword at the entrance of Hanseong Baekje 

Village

 A parade in Hanseong Baekje Village and an unveiling ceremony of 

the Seven-Branched Sword, where the descendants of the Buyeo 

( ) royal family are to participate, are to be held.   

    Traditional performances held in Hanseong Baekje Village that 

provide various attractions to see or enjoy for the visitors 

 During the exciting performance sessions (e.g. traditional martial arts 

performance, Hanseong Baekje's gayageum (Korean zither with twelve 

strings), Hanseong Talchum, Songpa Sandae Nori (Mask Dance), Lion 

Dance), it is possible to communicate with the tourists. 

Unveiling Ceremony of the 

Seven-Branched Sword

Hanseong Baekje's 

Gayageum
Hanseong Talchum

7  Program Operation Hours and Years

  ❑ Period: October 2, 2014-October 5, 2014 

     10:00 am-19:00 pm

  ❑ Years: A total of 7 years 

      (the 8th Festival (in 2007)-the 14th Festival (in 2014))
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8  Groups Participating in the Program and the Details

No. Group
Name of 

Group
Details of Groups Participating

1 Sponsor Woori Bank

The leading bank in Korea's finance was established 

in 1899 and is a sponsor regularly supporting the 

yearly festival Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival.

2 Sponsor Lottecorp

The company is engaged in real estate business, 

distribution, leisure business, etc. and is a 

sponsor regularly supporting the yearly festival 

Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival. 

3 Sponsor Lotteworld

The company operates the Korea's largest indoor 

theme park and is a sponsor regularly supporting 

the yearly festival Hanseong Baekje Cultural 

Festival. 

4 Sponsor
Korea Sports 

Promotion 

Foundation

The nonprofit foundation aims to celebrate the 

Seoul Olympic Games and perform projects for 

national sports promotion and is a sponsor 

providing the place "the Olympic Park", the 

festival venue, helping the organizer use 

electricity and water without a problem, and  

supporting the festival promotion. 

5
Event 

operation

Songpa Cultural 

Center

The group aims to find and disseminate Songpa's own 

cultural resources and satisfy the local residents' 

cultural desire. It is to operate Hanseong Baekje 

Experiential Village's various experiential booths.

6
Event 

operation

Songpa-gu 

Housewife 

Environment 

Council

It is a private organization in Songpa-gu and is to 

operate Mongchon Pub inside Hanseong Baekje 

Experiential Village.

7
Volunteer 

work

Songpa-gu 

Volunteer Center

It is to promote the necessity of volunteers for 

the festival and recruit them.

8
Volunteer 

work

Songpa-gu 

Performance 

Evaluation Youth 

Group

It is an evaluation group consisting of 

adolescents. It aims to evaluate Songpa-gu's 

policies. It is in charge of evaluation of the 

whole festival, operation of the experiential 

booths, and the volunteer work.

9 School

Kindergartens, 

elementary 

schools, middle 

schools, high 

schools

Participation in volunteer activities (e.g. running 

the festival, cleaning up) and field experiential 

learning 
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9

9

 Overall Effects and Success of Program

  ❑ Overall effects

     This main program is in accord with the festival theme and helps establish 

the identity of the festival "History and Culture of the Hanseong Baekje 

Period" and increase the public interest.

     It provides a unique source of entertainment to foreigners by making 

Hanseong Baekje's own strengths, which offers different type of enjoyment 

from the existing cultural programs. 

      The festival is the Seoul's representative traditional historic cultural festival, 

which makes its representative program into a tourism product.

     Contribution to activation of the regional economy through attracting tourists

     It induces the visitors to consistently participate in the program by providing 

attractions and igniting their interests. Specifically, facilities and props that 

reflect the theme are used.  

  ❑ Success of program

     It is necessary to make kindergarteners and elementary school, middle 

school, and high school students in Songpa-gu participate in the experiential 

programs, which can let the future festival visitors know about the festival 

before they become adults.  

     It is necessary to develop a visitor centered program where the visitors 

can experience and enjoy things. As a result, the visitors who have visited 

as a family can feel satisfied, and can visit again. 

10
 Improvements in Program Compared with the 
 Previous Year and Effects of the Improvements 

  ❑ Improvements in the program 

     Hanseong Baekje Experiential Village has been located on the site 

facing the entrance of the venue. As a result, now the tourists can 
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access there more easily and Songpa's modern urban landscape is in 

harmony with its landscape in the past. 

  The Hanseong Baekje Period's military camp and living spaces have 

been created in the lawn plaza before Mongchontoseong. As a result, 

an atmosphere the same as that of the Period's actual village has 

been created.  

     Break itself of the previous version of the village in which tourist 

participation was limited to merely browsing, and create realistic and 

natural atmosphere of Hanseong Baekje village, by letting the tourists 

to try on Hanseong Baekje clothings and use its currency.

  Operation of 2 Clothes-Changing Places (the main entrance and the exit) 

for Hanseong Baekje's clothes and circulation of 5,000 coins  

     The theme has been strengthened by installing a giant sculpture resembling 

the Seven-Branched Sword, the Hanseong Baekje's representative relic. 

  It has been installed before Hanseong Baekje Experiential Village to 

seek to strengthen the theme and promotion effect. 

     Providing things to see to the tourists through various performance 

programs as well as experiential programs for them 

  Kang Lyeong Talchum, traditional martial arts performance, gayageum 

performance, Songpa Sandae Nori, Lion Dance, etc. 

     More professional and effective in the management of volunteers by adopting 

a program for managing the volunteers in Hanseong Baekje Village 

  Deploying the volunteers in the Clothes-Changing Places for putting 

on Hanseong Baekje's clothes and the experiential sections in the 

right position and managing the volunteers   

  ❑ Improvements in the program

     Educating the tourists about the history of Hanseong Baekje and 

inducing them to be interested in it by stimulating interest  

     More active participation by strengthening experiential elements of the 

tourists
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AttachmentAttachment

Detail
Entrance of Hanseong Baekje Experiential Village 

and Panorama of the Village

Detail Installation of Sculpture Resembling the Seven-Branched 
Sword at the Entrance of Hanseong Baekje Village

Detail Antique Atmosphere through Facilities 
(e.g. Cart, Wall) 
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Detail Scenes of Program where King 
on the Throne is Judging 

Detail
Realistic Hanseong Baekje Village 

through Performers' Acting

Detail
Scenes of Various General Experiential Programs 

where Tourists are Participating 
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Detail Tourists Experiencing Hanseong Baekje's Pub 
(Selling Food) Culture

Detail
Various Small-Scale Permanent Performances 

(e.g. Lion Dance, Songpa Sandae Nori)

Detail
Tourists Experiencing Traditional Plays 

(e.g. One-Legged Fight, Jegichagi)
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